Spring 2021

FEBRUARY
February 12  Visiting Pre-doctoral Candidates Day - Holly Steach (Craft/Flavell) and Can Cui (Joshi/Craft)
*February 18  **IWGDI GUEST SPEAKER:** Richard Goldsby (Amherst College) “Thinking Race: Common Sense on Race, Biology, and Society”
February 19:  Pierre-Paul Axisa (Hafler) and OPEN
February 26  Justin Johnson (Pober) and Matthew Dong (S.Chen)

MARCH
March 5    Zheng Wei (Flavell/Crawford) and Kavita Israni-Winger (Medzhitov)
March 12  Elise Liu (Eisenbarth) and Paras Yaghoubi (Medzhitov)
March 19  Mathias Skadow (Flavell) and Emily Condiff (Medzhitov)
March 26  Tania Baltazar (Pober) and Song Deguang (Palm)

APRIL
April 2    University Holiday, Good Friday
April 9    Alyssa Mitsan-Salazar (Medzhitov) and Zhongyu Yuan (MacMicking)
*April 15:  **Thursday POSTDOC RIP** – Alicia Little (Craft) and Martino Damo (Joshi)
April 16  Yexin Yang (Iwasaki) and Bao Wang (Foxman)
April 23  Shuting Chen (Eisenbarth) and Tina Su (Lieping Chen)
April 30  Anjali Ramaswamy (Lucas) and Yunjiang Zheng (Flavell)

MAY
May 7    Tyler Rice (Palm) and Laura Hoyt (Eisenbarth)
May 14  Lindsey Hughes (Rothlin) and Drew Daniels (Bosenberg)
*May 20:  **Thursday POSTDOC RIP** – Najla Arshad (Cresswell) and Wei Jin (Wil)en
May 21  Madison Strine (Wil)en and Yile Dai (Ring)
May 28  Wenzhi Song (Craft) and Andrew Takeda (Flavell and Dixit)

JUNE
June 4  Daniel Waizman, (Andrew Wang) and Molly Bucklin (Lucas)
June 11  Annsea Park (Iwasaki) and Prisca Obi (Grace Chen)
*June 17:  **Thursday POSTDOC RIP** – Mike Askanase (Sansing) and Ke Wang (Schatz)